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Crystal Inspirations Jewellery and Crystal Gallery  
 
Building Name Crystal Inspirations Jewellery and Crystal Gallery 
Location 155 Long Road, Eagle Heights, Mt. Tamborine, SE Queensland 
Owner Geo Investments  

Building function Jewellery and Crystal Gallery, Energy Transformation Centre 
(Stage 1) (Stage 2: Coffee Shop) 

Features A hardwood floor throughout and an exposed timber structure 
with a sophisticated gallery and exhibition fittings, all in timber. 

Architects Gall & Medek Architects, 89 Grey Street, South Brisbane, Qld. 
Engineer Bligh Tanner 
Builder T.F. Woollam and Son 
Joiner Scandinavian Style (Willie Felder) 
Joinery Timber Fiddleback Timbers (Mike Burless) 

Joinery Fitout Mackay Cedar, Qld Maple and other species from non-
commercial sources, including recovered flitches and logs  

Roof Trusses LOSP treated pine, engineered and nailing plated, Organoil finish 
Posts/beams Seasoned Ironbark durability, class 1 
Doors LOSP treated plantation pine 
Weatherboards LOSP treated plantation radiata pine 

Awards 2001 Gold Coast Building of the Year (Qld Regional Awards) 
2001 Commendation: Interior Architecture (Qld State Awards) 

Date Constructed 2001 
 
Key Words 
Sustainability, recycled timber, recovered timber, threshold, softwoods, seasoned 
hardwoods,  
 
General Intent  
Located on the edge of the Gallery Walk precinct, along a ridge on Mt Tamborine is a 
curious gem, more tent than building, which opens out to expose delicate timber 
details, display cases, and rafters. The brief for this project was explicit, albeit 
complex: to design a gallery which was connected spiritually with its context, and 
which clearly expressed its functions while addressing issues of ‘biophysical 
sustainability’.  
 
The form of the building makes overt references to the existing weatherboard house 
on the site (relocated to the rear) and the timber shop typology of South East 
Queensland, which provides protection from the sun under broad eaves and behind 
deep verandahs. Unlike its neighbours, this gallery is set back from the street, and 
nestles comfortably into a slight hollow. The siting in this manner allows for the 
collection and storage of all water gathered, and all waste is both treated and disposed 
of on site. The landscaped gardens contain endemic species, which have adapted to 
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thrive in high nutrient and water-laden soils, typical of the temperate rainforests in this 
area. 
 
The threshold zone of this building is ambiguous. As with many Queensland 
vernacular houses, the line between verandah, interior and garden is blurred. Here, 
the zone of liveability extends beyond the built form into the landscape and the use of 
timber in this gallery has this form becoming part of the landscape, replicating the 
forest that once stood here: columns as trunks, eaves as canopy, and the centre of the 
gallery, much like a sunlit glade below extended branches. 
 
The gallery retails crystals, gemstones, custom made jewellery; the less apparent role 
of this space is to house the Energy Transformation Centre, which presents 
workshops and energy sessions. Both roles, the retail and the healing, have at their 
heart the spiritual power of crystals. The scale of and detail within the gallery also 
reflect the delicacy of its precious contents. Although timber is the major building 
component, it is used in a light, spare manner, which allows the display cases to be 
the focus. The overall effect is one of restraint and calm.  
 
Materiality 
The interior of the building is much like a clever geometric puzzle, which bears closer 
and closer inspection to ultimately reveal smaller patterns within the timber framework. 
The various timbers work effectively as puzzle pieces when set, here, against neutral 
concrete and masonry, and soft light colours. Materiality is extremely important in this 
project, not just as a statement about the rainforest species that surround this site in 
few remaining pockets, but also in terms of making the best use of materials wherever 
possible. The simplicity of finish (cleaned up, clear oil finished and non-painted), use of 
seasoned hardwoods and honesty of construction and joinery (no ‘boxing in’ and 
fixings very much in evidence) combine to produce a remarkably accessible 
architectural form. Organoil, derived solely from highly refined natural plant oils, is 
used to seal interior timber beams (softwoods and hardwoods). 
 
Construction 
The simple gable roofed building with its exposed timber structure is deliberately light 
and airy. All construction was done on site; no pre-fabricated items were delivered and 
installed. This is evident in the handcrafted nature of the structure and its contents. 
Trusses are simple nail plate connectors with exposed tie down straps and expressed 
gutters. The pinned frame is tied together with tension members, and exposed timber 
columns are half-housed and bolted through to concrete blockwork. At the base of the 
columns a steel plate is cast into the concrete blockwork and is finished with a simple 
bolt. The square sectioned collar at the base of the columns is black powder coated to 
contrast with the lighter floor, and to provide a clearly defined connection point 
between the vertical and horizontal planes. The internal space is bisected at floor level 
by a ramp with a solid trimmed timber edge, of a slightly contrasting colour, to reduce 
the event of tripping. 
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Simple columns, beams and bevelled surfaces subtly delineate the open display 
space. The finish on horizontal surfaces throughout is highly polished; other vertical 
surfaces or those slightly above eye level are roughly finished. This contrast further 
highlights the process of manufacture that demonstrates the essential qualities of the 
timber (and the jewellery) and also emphasises fine details such as grain and colour. 
This is apparent in the seat, which greets the visitor at the entry; the solid polished 
piece with its rough bark edge is a welcoming place to rest or place shopping, but also 
slightly intimidating in its depth and size. Where the eye touches the seat the effect is 
rough, where the hand touches it is smooth.  
 
The screen that can be used to separate the two functions, display area and 
meeting/consultation rooms, is predominantly plywood, rebated and set into a solid 
pine frame. The externally applied battens have a Japanese aesthetic, but also serve 
to break the view through the apertures in the screen into the ‘quiet’ space behind. 
Strong hinging and framing provide the ability for the screen to fold and pivot; the 
applied plywood provides additional strength and rigidity. 
 
Joinery and treatment 
The joinery fit out uses Mackay Cedar (Paraserianthes toona), Qld Maple (Flindersia 
brayleyana) and other species from non-commercial sources, including recovered 
flitches and logs. Where non-recycled/non-recovered timber is required (doors, for 
example) it is LOSP treated plantation pine; weatherboards are also LOSP treated 
plantation radiata pine. Plantation pine is locally readily available, thus reducing 
transportation energy. Seasoned Ironbark, selected for its aesthetics (in this building it 
is meant to be seen), is also a traditional and extremely robust local fencing timber; 
many original fences built of this material are still standing after 100 years. 
 
In addition to the structural hardwoods are, placed on a high rail (as if to stress their 
importance) are (once) local, highly valued and now rare softwoods such as Red 
Cedar and Silkwood. The timbers here are as prized as the gemstones; a gentle 
comment about commodity is made.  
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On the Internet 
http://www.crystalinspirations.com.au/ 
Organoil information available at http://www.organoil.com.au/. 
 
Glossary 
LOSP: Light Organic Solvent Preservative 
Biophysical sustainability: maintaining or improving the integrity of the life support 
system of Earth. 
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Illustrations 
 

 
 
Section showing placement of display cases and simple internal timber structure  
Gall & Medek 
 

 
Plan demonstrating internal grid geometry 
Gall & Medek 
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Curved entry step 
Photo by Gall & Medek 
 

 
View from street entry 
Photo by Gall & Medek 
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Timber seat at main entry for sitting or resting bags 
Photo by Catriona McLeod 
 

 
Exposed ceiling construction 
Photo by Catriona McLeod 
 

 
The pointed edge of a bench mirrors the commencement of the internal ramp 
Photo by Catriona McLeod 
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Entry verandah,  
Photo by Catriona McLeod 
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